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C. Brewster Chapman, Jr., Esq.

Associate Solicitor, Territories
Division of General Law

U.S. Department of the Interior

Washington, D.C. 20240

Dear Brewster:

Thank you for your letter of November 9 and

your veryconstructive approach to the problems we

have been discussing in the workinggrou p of lawyers.

As I mentioned yesterday, we, too, did some

work subseqJent to our last meeting to explore whether

a comparatively simple and practical approach could be

developed which would help the parties deal with the

question as to what U.S. laws should be applicable to

the proposed Commonwealth of the Marianas. Enclosed

is our current working draft. As you will note, it

does not attempt to address the several other matters

which your more ambitious draft did and we have made

no effort to integrate the two drafts at this time.

We will be giving the matter further study.

In your consideration of this subject over the

next few weeks, I hope that you will keep the following
in mind:
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i. We regard the applicability problem as

separate from the questions of U.S. authority
under Article IV, Section 3, Clause 2. Never-

theless, we expect that the formal status

agreement would have some cross-references

between the provisions dealing with these
two important areas and this accounts for

some of the language contained in the enclosed
draft.

2. We will be reporting to the client regarding

these problems during our pre-negotiations

meetings with the Commission. We obviously

will be recommending that the kind of approach

that our working group is exploring should be

fully pursued, both on a technical and practi-
cal basis, to see whether or not it should be

endorsed by the Commission. I do not know

what the Commission's reaction will be, but I

expect that we will be given the authority to

continue work along these lines in future

meetings of the working group.

3. It seems clear that, before such an approach

could be adopted as more than a working

hypothesis by the Marianas, the Commission

, or its representatives should undertake the

> chore of identifying the problems which might

be generated for the Marianas if the approach

were followed. As you suggested, it may well
be that the members of the Commission have

sufficient breadth of experience with respect

to Guam that they will be able to make some

preliminary judgments on this matter without

further expenditure of time or effort. I hope

that this is the case, since it would greatly
simplify our undertaking. Even if some factual

investigation is necessary, I hope that it could

be promptly accomplished through conferences

with knowledgeable government officials and

others in Guam who would be in a position to

assist us in identifying the problem areas.
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Under these circumstances, I do not know how much

substantive progress we can make at the working level before
the next session of negotiations. I suggest that we talk
later in the week to see if a short meeting among us might

be useful.

Sincerely,

Howard P. Willens

Enclosure



Aco!ication of Federal Laws in the -',iarianas
,.T

Excepu as oz::e_..:,_se s_ecifica!Iv_ _ provided in

_i'.i_.Status :c_ ...._.,=-,_-:-every statutory law of the United

Stat_s na:._-ng_"'" cj--neral appii--'-;mJll_.:,":_-- in the _._4ted States

--nd having _,rovisions applicable in Guam, shall, on'the

" _ zer_._,_nat=on of the _ru__s:__p, me made --_." _' _

'' '- =' e::tent: in the Marianas ...._ -one same ,._::_.er.... and to .h_ sa_..e

..... law is. a_mlicable on-that date 4._ Gua_m; orovided,_= -_:IC*q ----

<
_._-the manner an._ e.-,_tent to wnlc_, such law is applicable

i,

in Gue_m would be be-fond the authority granted to. the

C.n__z_ States by this Status Agreement, __n such law shall._

be ecmiicable_. _{n the Marianas in _u,.e same maun__r and to

tne.sai_e extent as it is applicable on that date in the

S.-_ate o: Hawaii. [..'c.thing in this semticn shal!_ ho:;evera

" " ;=Z.-;,,Zd"._0 -:--.;_ 4 -h " _- • ..... C:=_....:,._. the au-tho_4ti" ef the United States

.-.:.-.=.i_:ent--4_,- _-h_ other oro'.rfsions of this Status
&

;..-_.'.e-._z::_,to enact, repeal or modif]: stauu_c__, o._

_ _ '.....a..c.iicab! ,_ in hi,,-2:'nriana-<

• ,'._•,•


